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A Mtap irai Ufai MMMS 
The past few years have seen unprecedented growth from Habonim Dror on the 
West Coast of Australia. Our little ken (branch) of the movement has gone from 
being a very minor third party—forgotten in the larger shadows of Sydney and 
Melbourne—virtually unheard of in the Habo world, to an ideological powerhouse, 
a spiritual centre to which the Zionist community in Australia and abroad watches 
in excitement. 

Habonim Dror 2009 in a booklet 

Editor's role of the Iton 2009 
An easy ask, thought "sure it's mine!" 
compiling the Iton....not such a simple task. 
The ruach, leadership and passion of the members of Habonim Dror 
Was fantastic to see, and got hundreds of chanichim through the 
door. 
We've shared and experienced so much this year 
So Here's a glimpse of our movement, a happy ending 
To the fabulous 2009 of Habonim Dror, don't shead any tears. 

This year I had the humbling honour of representing Habonim Dror Australia as 
the Federal Mazkir. When tunning for the position I felt in my heart that I was do
ing it for Perth. That as much as it is a federal tafkid (role) I can never, and will 
never, be anything but a voice of the local movement that showed me that there i > 
an alternative path into the soul of my people, that I was a necessary link in the 
chain of our history, that even people from small places can do great things. 

When the news that two people from Perth would be on the Federal Mazkirut they 
started to pay attention and what they found excited them. They found a Ken pro
viding a nucleus of leadership, dynamism and dedication to owning the future. 
They found a Ken that is a light unto others. 

I'd just like to add, I gained full satisfaction compiling this Iton, as 
it made me realise what an important and educationally stimulating 
movement we are. 
I hope reading through our Habonim Dror Iton, all of you gain the 
same realisation as I did. 

I couldn't be more proud or more grateful to be a product of Habonim Dror Perth. 
Sometimes it takes a bird's eye view to see the true picture, and sometimes it takes 
a ground level perspective. For Habo Perth it doesn't matter where you look, all 
that you will see is a small group of people doing their absolute utmost to better 
themselves, better their community, better their people and better the world. 

Enjoy, 
Ashley Leeb 
Editor 

We have a bright future ahead. 

Aleh V'Hagshem 

Gabriel Freund 

Federal Mazkir 2009 
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AAaziba lUport 
Perth Habo! vmv Habo has always had a great relationship with Carmel School. With the 

tireless work of Ricky, our metaem, this relationship has continued to 
flourish. During the year we ran activities for the High School on Yom 
Haatzmaut, ran incredibly fun activities for some of the Primary School, 
attended Jewish Studies Camps, gave presentations at a number of as
semblies and just hung out at lunch time for fun! 
Being a Culturally Jewish Youth Movement of course the year wouldn't 
be complete without a number of tarbut activities. This year our amazing 
Rosh Tarbut, Kim, organised a whole host of activities, from the Purim 
Carnival, to our Formal Rosh Hashana dinner, and a third night seder for 
Pesach. 
In July last year Maya Shabi arrived in Perth as the Community and 
Habo shlicha. Since then Maya has been an essential part of our team. I 
would like to thank Maya on behalf of all of the Hanallah for the care 
and hard work she puts in. 
Nothing that I have mentioned above would be possible without the ab
solutely incredible madrachim who have made up the hanallah for 2009. 
This year we have had 10 bogrim who have committed time, energy, 
passion, enthusiasm, sweat, tears and love to our wonderful movement. 
Brett, Asher, Ashley, Bee, Kimmy, Ari, Mosha, Ricky and Ben you 
should all give yourself a much deserved pat on the back! We have also 
been privileged to see 17 of the best madatzim known to Perth. You are 
all sensational leaders who will take Habo and the Jewish Community to 
great places! 
Even though the year is far from over, and there are still a number of 
events to come, I would like to take this opportunity to say goodbye and 
thank you. I have been honoured this year to take this tafkid and have 
loved every minute of it. Whilst I am sad to leave I have great faith in the 
future of Habo. 

\ 

> U What a spectacular year it has been! It seems that 2009 has been a 
year to go down in history. I could write a book about Habo this 
year; however I've been told to keep it concise, so I'll try to briefly sum up 
the workings of our wonderful movement. 
Weekly meetings, as usual, provided a much deserved 2 hours of fun each 
Sunday. Each week on average 60 chanachim came along for Junior and Sen
ior Habo. During these programs the chanachim learnt about a variety of top
ics, from the environment to Israeli culture and even politics. Habo also put 
on both a Junior and Senior sleepover this year. Apart from a clear lack of 
sleep being had, both were a great success! 
Of course one of the most exciting parts of the Habo calendar every year is 
Winter Camp! This year was no exception. Machane Chovevei Tzion was 
packed full of ruach, passion, awesome food, adrenaline, hiking and a million 
other things. Ben and his trusty sidekick Brett did a terrific job organising 
such a fantastic camp. Bee, our financially savvy treasurer, also helped to 
make camp the overall success that it was. A big thank you also to our inter
state madrich Ari Hammer. Also thank you to all the parents and friends of 
Habo who came along to help out. 
This year Habo focused on our relationship with different organisations and 
bodies within both the Jewish community and the wider community. Signifi
cantly Habo partnered up with the PHC during some of the chaggim and ran a 
number of youth activities. I would like to thank Simon and the PHC again for 
giving us the opportunity. Habo also decided to run an activity with the local 
Baha i community. This was a major success and will hopefully become an 
annual activity. Some of our madrachim were also trained by an organisation 
called 'Together for Humanity', a group of multicultural leaders who run ac
tivities and educate about the necessity of interfaith acceptance. 

* vN 

Aleh V'Hagshem ft- •' 
* 

Alana Bernstein 
Mazkirah 
Habonim Dror Perth 
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R^sh chivuicM Report 
This year Habo and community have been as close 
as ever, with habo running lots of programs for the 
PHC shul as well as Carmel school. This year Habo 
ran a whole day of programs on Yom Haaztmaut for 
most year levels at Carmel school it was a really fun 
and educational day for all who were involved. On top of that we 
helped the junior school students make Rosh Hashana cards and 
were involved in the Yizkak Rabin ceremony. We have ran pro
grams for the PHC chader in conjunction with Simon Law
rence who we thank for letting us come into the shul and being a 
large help to Habo in whatever way he can. On that note it also has 
been really good this year working with the Carmel school and 
Leon Blacher who really allows us to accomplish what we want 
with the chanichim. This year has seen Habo really move its self 
forwards in Jewish community and hopefully if this work is taken 
into the future we can continue to build on what we already have. I 
really feel this has been a great year for Habo and me and our con
nection to the Jewish community and im sure next year will bring 
even stronger and closer connections 

It is almost impossible to sum up this year's educational events in one page considering that every program, 
meeting, function, activity, excursion, machaneh and social gathering is saturated with intellectual stimula
tion. This year has been amazing due to the support and participation of all madrichim and chanichim and 
for that I owe everyone a massive KIFAK (HEY!), KIFAK (HEY!), KIFAK (HEY, HEY, HEY, 
HEEEEEEEEEEEEEY!!) 
I will not be able to reminisce on every event but ill name some of the more memorable ones (even thought 
they were all equally amazing). One of the highlights of the beginning of the year was of course the PU-
RM CARNIVAL!! Arguably our biggest and best yet, with new rides, attractions and a record breaking 
turnout. Following closely was a new initiative known as opinionpalooza where madrichim and chanichim 
were able to run a presentation/discussion on a topical issue of their choice opinionpalooza 2 is in the 
midst of preparation so be prepared!! 
Machaneh Chovevei Tzion kicked off our winter with a massive educational blow to the head. With over 
60 junior chanichim and 30 senior chanichim (damn ski trip!!! Stop stealing our kids!!) it was a huge suc
cess. Programs were run on various educational topics including religion, Zionism, poverty, global warm
ing and genocide as well was the kef filled programs such as dares nights and cafe dilemmas. A massive 
shout out to Rosh Machaneh Ben Levitt for doing a sterling job and to Ari Hammerschlag who flew all the 
way from Melbourne to help out. Also to the Perth madrichim and the Zohar Madatzim, this camp was not 
possible without you guys. Our summer camp Machaneh Geulah is in the middle of preparation and our 
Rosh Machaneh Ari Freund is expecting massssive things so register now at www.lidoz.com/perth 
Habo celebrated the Jewish Chaggim in style with a fancy and formal Rosh Hashanah dinner hosted at 
PHC! The bogrim also celebrated a 3"* night seder where discussion got very heated and was a truly inspir
ing evening. Habo endeavours to celebrate all religious chaggim with a unique cultural emphasis while still 
focussing on the morals and values established in our religion that have been passed down from generation 
to generation. We look forward to experiencing many more chaggim next year! 
Habo participated in numerous community events including the Rabin Tekes, Yom Hazikaron, Yom Haatz-
maut as well as numerous programs within Carmel School. One of our biggest achievements this year was 
becoming involved in an inter-faith organisation called Together For Humanity. This organisation was 
established to run programs in schools all over Australia promoting conflict resolution and acceptance 
between cultures. It truly was inspiring working in schools and witnessing the affects that informal educa
tion can have with regards to such an important and necessary topic and how quickly boundaries can be 
broken down. Habo looks forward to many more experiences with Together For Humanity. 
Many will be disappointed by the lack of humour that is usually spread throughout anything I write but 
upon reflecting on the year I realised how much Habo has achieved this year (let's not forget the amazing 
co-existence program we ran in cohorts with the Bahai community) and wanted to do it justice. I have 
mentioned probably 10% of the amazing activities Habo puts on each year and none of it is possible with
out the support of the amazing Bogrim of 2010 and the Madatzim. If you see someone in a blue shirt run up 
to them, give them a massive Hi-5 and say thanks because none of 
this is possible without them! It is important to remember that Habo is more than a baby-sitters club. Each 
program/event has hours upon hours of preparation behind it and are designed to educate chanichim on 
issues that many schools will not address as well as promoting pride in their Jewish heritage and in the state 
of Israel. 

Ricky Berman 

Aleh Ve'hagshem 

Metaem (Community liaison) 

This year has been amazing and cannot wait for next year to see the inspiring and amazing acitivities that 
Habo will create, 

\'i 
Aleh Vehagshem, 
Spanky - Rosh Chinuch 2009 
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\ I This year I have been privileged to co-ordinate the 
financial side of Habo. It was a role which I found 
to be a bit of a challenge, and so I would like to say 
thank you to all who have helped me develop the 
necessary skills along the way. As many of you 
may be aware, Habonim Dror is a non-profit volun
teer organisation. This means that there are many 
expenses that arise throughout the year. As our extraordinary and 
dedicated leaders all juggle full time university study or work along
side their commitment to Habonim Dror, we do not get the chance to 
run as many fundraising events as we would like to. This ultimately 
means that we are always stretching ourselves and constantly relying 
upon the generous donations of the community, our P and F, as well 
as grants from the Seeligion Trust and the JCA. So to everyone who 
has donated any money to us this year, as well as in past years, I 
would like to say thank you for all the support that you have given us 
to ensure that we can continue to do what we love, and feel is benefi
cial to the community. 

* 
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m Thank you, 
Bee Nidorf 
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tED 2010/ Shlicha Report 
WM 

Next year in 2010 Habonim Dror Australia celebrates its 70th an
niversary. For this reason Habo federal camp is dedicated to the 
continuation and the rich legacy that is Habonim Dror Australia. 
Machaneh Moreshet (which literally translated to Camp Legacy) 
is an opportunity for both the chanichim and madrichim of the 
federal movement to come together engage in Habo's unique 
brand of fun, education and culture. On Machaneh Moreshet 
chanichim from Eden, Teva, Zohar will be exploring such topics 
as Zionism, Judaism, Personal ideology, Jewish community life, 
Socialism, Israeli History and Politics, Kibbutzim, Contemporary 
conflict and social values. In addition Nitzan, our soon to be shan
ties will be embarking their last shnat preparations for their 2010 
journey. 
With ten days and two Shabbatot Machaneh Moreshet is shaping 
out to be another amazing addition to the tapestry that is the leg
acy of Habonim Dror Australia. The amazing Madrichim from 
Perth, Sydney, Adelaide and Melbourne have been working for 
months to create engaging and empowering programs which will 
serve to make these ten days not only a amazingly fun and enjoy-

S Our Community / Habonim Shlicha MAYA SHABI: ft  

'JKm 
Our Community and Habonim Shlicha Maya Shabi arrived in Perth 
a year ago and have already left her mark. Trained as a schoolteacher, she 
has a BA in Sociology and Informal Education, an MA in Religious Edu
cation, as well as advanced diplomas in Business Management and Public 
Relations. 
Maya has been involved with Zionist Youth and Community for most of 
her career, and over the past 8 years, she successfully directed the Euro
pean, African, Australasian and Pacific Desks at Maccabi World Union. 
She believes that it doesn't really matter in what framework you visit Is
rael, whether as an ordinary tourist, student or prospective oleh. "What 
matters," she says, "is that you go." 
During this last year Maya has been involved in winter camps, summer 
camps, seminars, fedcamp and much much more.... During Hanhalah she 
always updates us with what's new in Israel and promotes Israel pro-
grames every opportunity. 
She is dedicated to Habo's cause and Loves the kids. 
Maya says that Habo is a unique experience that every Jewish child 
should go threw. 
The most amazing part in Habo is the dedicated team of Madrchim that 
work hard to create amazing programs that has Jewish and Zionist con
tent. What's nice about Habo that they don't just think about themselves 
but get involved in the community functions and they care about what's 
happening around them in the world. She feels very privileged to be work
ing with Habo Perth and looking forward to another fruitful year ahead. 
Kol Hakavod to Habo Perth!!! 

able time but also an educational journey like no other. Machaneh 
Moreshet will be held in Melbourne and starts on the 8th of Janu
ary until on the 18th. For more information visit www.fad.oz.eom/ 
fed. 
See you on Machaneh Moreshet, where the legacy continues. 
Brad Rychter 
Rosh Machaneh (Head of Camp) 

Aleah Vehagshem 

m 
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r j  
Dear Mr President, 
You have given us the almost impossible duty - to sum up a year of 
leading as a Madatz in the Habonim Dror movement of 2009. Now at 
the tail-end of our first year of undercover leading we can safely say 
that Habo is the place to be. 
This year many new Madatzim took on the sacred task of leading the 
Junior Habo movement. The year provided many memorable mo
ments involving shaving cream, water balloons and just general awe-
someness. Programs from Kibbutzim to the Maccabiah games, Jew
ish leaders to Environmental Issues, our leaders have covered them 
ail. 
Starting our leading journey on Summer Camp 2008 we found many 
sleepless nights, loud music, crazy kids and lots of learning proved 
for a rewarding and unforgettable experience. From then on we were 
hooked. Now almost a year later, we have grown as leaders and as 
people and look forward to continue to lead the movement in the 
right (left) direction. 
So, from all the Perth Madatzim of 2009 we would just like to say 
thank you Mr President. Thank you Sir for the opportunity to be in
volved in such an incredible movement - and we wish the Had-
rachaniks all the best for next year.. .as the journey has just begun. 
We are not men of war and tyranny, but rather we embody peace, 
love and unity beyond all recognition. 

Madatzim - we're checking out. 
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Cultural timeline of the year! 

H?®? p'sfdsfe Golly gosh, what a blast! Talk about the B-E-S-T job ever. I got to 
plan some annual Habo events that at the end of the day I also got to 
enjoy with all my friends. But as we all know events like these don't 
just happen in the blink of an eye. It takes a body of amazing and 
dedicated madrichim for help and support and a little pinch of magic 
dust. Also there was always the little voice on my shoulder when de
ciding how much food or whether or not to get a jumping castle re
minding me that without budgeting for these events for years in ad
vance we wouldn't be able to have so much fun together. 

iH 
7X, (7, * 

\ cJ=tS tmu mMi 
) 

ML?" mhlB illHQSaSifiD Baiftr® 
ED MsMtRSRffl? (SKiffl 

lyteMraa 

2nD HanP &00K stall 
Professional Facepainters 
Kosher FOOD 
Free Entertainment SOCCeR tOGRnWI# 
jumPinc castle 
costume competition In particular I have had the privilege to plan for 2 of my fave Jewish 

festivals. Purim was a blast! With some amazing donations from our 
own senior chanichim providing a surf machine we would not have 
been able to have provided ourselves, the day was without a doubt 
one to remember. It's always a BIG day with great games to play, 
performances to watch and prizes to win for the entire family. 

mm Prizes • 

One of my greatest moments of the whole year was the Rosh Hasha-
nah banquet for high school students. The night involved learning 
about the Fast of Gedaliah, putting on some plays for each other and 
a delicious buffet dinner that we all had seconds and even thirds of. 

1 
I 
J 

Ma!>omm Dror 
So thanks to everyone for all your help and support, I couldn't have 
done it without you. 
Lots of love, 
Kimberley Broons 

Invites all kigk sciool students to & u MondAy Zlst SepfremLer 
al PHC 

activities and dinner 
ollars tickets I 

dress formal 
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&aha'i Article Winter Camp 
Habonim's connection with the Baha'i community 
This year Sunday Habonim opened its doors and invited the local Baha'i youth to 
participate in one of our weekly program. The activity, planned by the madrachim 
of Habo, introduced our Baha'i friends to different elements of Israeli culture, 
Jewish traditions and what it means to be Jewish. In return members of the Baha'i 
community educated us on their heritage and religious beliefs. 

Everyone! 
Winter Camp. Ah what a grand time it was. Winter camp was camp 
Machane Chovevei Tzion which means Lovers' of Zion. We were at 
Camp wattle grove, a quaint getaway just outside of Perth. Junior 
camp was incredible, with the ruach of a thousand flying daggers and 
fun being had all round. The camp was so hot that we experience 
some Fire bending from our Avatar friends. 
Senior Camp was small but was enjoyed by all. It became a meaning
ful bonding experience for all. We were treated to the inaugural Eden 
fair, in which we learnt about child slavery and how much fun tun
nels are. Even with the limited numbers, loud noises were still made 
as camp songs were sung in Unison and windows were broken, as 
well as a TV, but who cares right? I did. 
A special thanks to all the madrichim, the year 12's, Pinni (Medic), 
Judah (Sharon), Maya, Brian Horwitz, Steve jobs, Jay-Z, Mums, 
other ex-bogrim (sorry) and Ari Hammer for coming down or helping 
from a far. Not Murray though. 
No we go Onwards and upwards to summer camp and fed camp to 
redeem our legacy. 
Yours faithfully, forever and most importantly, your winter rosh 
machane 2009. 
Ben Levitt 

Founded in Iran in 1844 the Baha'i Faith is the youngest of the world's independ
ent religions. Today there are over 5 million Baha'is word-wide. The Baha'i Faith 
today is the second most widely spread religion in the world, with believers 
spread over 236 countries. The Baha'i Faith has been present in Australia since 
1920. 
Central to the Baha'i Faith is the principle of oneness of humanity. This principle 
manifests in ideas such as the equality of women and men, the adoption of equal 
standards of human rights, and the recognition of the common origin and unity of 
purpose of all religions. 
The connection between the Jewish Community and the Baha'i Community is 
based on the land of Israel. The Baha'i World Centre, the spiritual and adminis
trative heart of the Baha'i community, is located in Haifa. The Baha'i people have 
a strong love for Israel. 

Over 50 primary school aged kids participated in the activity, not only learning 
but making friends and having lots of fun at the same time. The activity was 
aimed at strengthening the ties between the two religions and forming a close 
friendship within Perth. At Habo we feel it is crucial that all members of the Jew
ish community embrace friendships such as these. 

I would like to thank Kamal Fozdar from the Baha'i community who I worked 
closely with in preparing the activity, and Steve Lieblich who put Kamal and I in 
contact. 

Alana Bernstein 
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Shorn shora shorashiiiiim, best shichvah in Haboniiiim, we 're short and cute and 
love to screaaaam, shora shora shorashim! Each morning we wake up, there is only one thing on our 

minds, one day close to MACHANEH GEULA the highlight Thats right! Shorashim are quite possibly the best shichvah in Habo, and that has 
to be right because it's in a song, and songs never lie! It would be a massive un
derstatement to say that this year has been awesome, wicked fun. With what 
seems like a never ending supply of energy, the shorashim kids have been around 
every week ready to take anything and everything that we could throw at them, 
especially water bombs. It's been great to see so many new faces constantly 
coming to Habo, helping us through battles with the Romans and create exciting 
dishes on Habos Master Chef. 
Camp was of course unbelievable! We travelled through the decades, from the 
gangsters of the 40's, all the way to the modem people of today. Not to mention 
the ridiculous Live Aid performance we put on! It was the first time that many of 
the chanichim had ever been on a camp, and I think I can safely say that it won't 
be the last. 
Since camp we've had nothing but fim, whether we're working together to build a 
sweet society or trying to help protect our friends from an earthquake or tsunami. 
We've also started the underground gaming phenomenon of reverse crab soccer, 
a game not to be taken in a joking way. 
This year has been so awesome and we can't wait to see you all on summer 
camp! 

of the junior movement. This year summer camp is going to be 
BIGGER and BETTER then ever. With so many fantastic and 
dedicated madrichim, and the best chanichim any madrich could 
ask for, how couldn't it be. And this year it's especially exciting as 
habo is going green. That's right, Machaeh Geula is going to be 
the most environmentally firendly camp habo has ever run. With 
online forms, 'green products' and using as many re-used re
sources as possible, Habo is doing its best to play its part in mod
em day redemption of the land. 
Nanga Bush camp is the location, and swimming, fun in the sun, 
and educational programs will be the order of the day. Can't wait 
to see all of you there! 

r 
|i 

I 

Aleh, Ve'hagshem I 

I Love your Rosh Machaneh -Ari Freund 
I 

% 
ifij !! 
is II Lots of love. 

Your madrichim, 
Asher, Mosha (Mocca), Tali, Ari, Jess and Yoeli I 1 
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ChotrBm 
CHOTRIM REPORT 2009 

This year Amalim has been the force to be reckoned with in the jun
ior movement, and gee have we had fun! 
In the first semester we all learned so many wicked cool new things. 
We learned what it would be like to live in Israel, we explored our 
Judaism, as well as learning about many important world issues, 
and learned the importance of leading be example in today's soci
ety. However it wasn't until Machaneh Cohvevei Tzion, when 
Amalim really did rise to the top. With an amazing 25 chanichim, 
Amalim well and truly rocked the camp site! On camp we had so 
much fun hanging out, and learning what it really means to be free. 
Over the last few months of habo for 2009, we have plenty of awe
some programs to look forward to, as well as the highlight of the 
year MACHANEH GEULA, where Amalim are sure to dominate 
once more. 

While experiencing a few madrichim changes the girls and boys of Chotrim 
have basically been the best Facebook friends any of us have ever had. 
They're basically our BFFE. We not only hang with them every week but 
we've been on a winter getaway and are in the process of planning our sum
mer holidays together too. 

I Some of our best memories together were in the winter of 09. We 'got a 
feeling' with the Black Eyed Peas, found who the murderer was while talking 
to Mrs Puzby and her cat and played WAHI Almost every hour that I can 
remember. 

I 
I 

f 
When hanging out on weekends we usually chat about anti-Semitism, a little 
bit about Greenpeace, High School stereotypes and sometimes even reality 
television. There's been some huge games of jeopardy when we get bored 
and a few bowls of baked beans to put our hands in just for a giggle. 

I 
I I 
! 

Aleh Ve'hagshem I 
Lots of love from your Madrichim 
Ari, Ricky, Calli, Dave, Dovi, Max, Michaela 

All in all...we can't imagine this year without our Chotrim BFFE and our fre
quent Facebook inbox messages. 

LOTS AND LOTS OF LOVE, 
Kimmy, Ben, Steele, Abby, Jed, Masel, Sammi and Jared .C. 1 

i 
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EDEN TEVA 
If Eden were a single person, they would be Arnold Schwarzenegger. Why? 
Because they are male, big, powerful, loud, funny to look at, sometimes scary 
and govern an American state. 
Since the first meeting this year, Eden has taken the senior movement by storm. 
Whether we were battling hippies against emos, or eating ground coffee and 
weetbix for a measly DVD, or even building a tower without arms, legs or eyes, 
there was never a dull moment. What's that you say? Counter Culture? Con
sumerism? Critical analysis? Pffffft... EASY! 

We had a dream. We saw lush green fields and grey clouds brew
ing on the horizon, happy chanichim learning and exploring new 
ideas, madrachim bursting with enthusiasm. All of this blended in 
with just the right amount of fun and chinuch so as to educate but 
not indoctrinate. With great ruach during meals and unity and 
group dedication that has not yet been seen in Habo. 

Well this dream came true this year with Teva, we had an awe
some winter camp and meetings have been solid throughout the 
whole year. Really, leading Teva this year has been amazing es
pecially leading you guys through hadracha. We had a very 
strong twelve Tevanics on hadracha seminar and it was amazing 
educational and fun experience for all who attended. Teva you 
guys have had an amazing year but it doesn't stop here you still 
have fed camp, being madatzim and the rest of your Habo jour
ney ahead of you. 

As first semester came to an end, everyone braced themselves for Machane 
Chovavei Tzion. And let me tell you the bracing was absolutely necessary as 
camp was ridiculous! With the largest shichvah on camp, Eden were a force to 
be reckoned with. Our camp theme was "what is wrong with the world today?" 
and not only did we delve into the issues of poverty, war, environmental issues, 
human rights abuses and many more, we also ran the first ever Eden Fair. This 
was a fair that the Eden kids ran by themselves for the whole of camp on the 
things they had learnt about over camp. The fair went down better than free 
denture repairs at a retirement home. 

Second semester didn't start so well, with everyone getting swine flu (just kid
ding, no one actually got swine flu, it was just a program, except for Ben, who 
did get swine flu). We've had a ridiculous amount of fun this semester, dealing 
with topics like ethical dilemmas, Judaism, Zionism and milk. Not to mention 
we made absolute fools of ourselves in some very public places. I'm also very 
happy to announce, that not only are Eden on the honour board at subway, but 
for the first time in years, Eden finally has a small but top quality female contin
gency!!! 

Love your Teva mads 

lligK^ 

m Eden you're an awesome group of people, I hope you've had as much fun this 
year as we have. In closing we have 3 pieces of advice; 1) prepare yourselves 
for fed, it's going to be off the chain! 2) don't scare all the girls away again, 3) 
EDEN ON THE WALL! 

•••••• Peace! 
Love your Mads, Asher and Kim 3 ® • 
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N.I.T.ZAN •Z.OHAR. 
« What to say about Zohar in 2009? 

Nitzaaarm!!! 
What can we say? A group of ridiculously passionate, vivacious 
friends! 
At the start of the year we thought, of course Nitzan will be great 
to lead... they're lovely people and are extremely intelligent...but 
to no degree did we ever dream of having a shichvah as amazing 
as you guys! Habo this year for Nitzan has been group focused, 
from dealing with the troubles of balancing Year 12 with Habo, 
as well as life itself, to building a Perth Kvutsah (group) in prepa
ration for their exciting year away. We are honoured and privi
leged to send 7 extraordinary shnatties next year from Nitzan, all 
with diverse and flawless personalities. We are confident and 
with one hundred percent belief that Habo is only going to get 
better, and strive for greatness with Nitzan running our move
ment. 

This year Zohar have embarked on quite a journey. After fed camp 
you were of the biggest and loudest shichvot in the movement. 
Whilst numbers have changed throughout the year, the spirit and 
passion that you all possess has remained unchanged. 

During the year we have learnt about the Palestinian-Israeli conflict, 
politics and differing ideologies in Israel, contemporary social is
sues, and how to spell elephant. As a group we've had a number of 
hard discussions and been left with more questions than when we 
began. 

I Camp was a definite high point of the year. After much contempla
tion and persuasion most of you decided to grace Machane 
Chovevei Tzion Senior Camp with your presence. And boy, were 
we all glad that you did. 

S 1 
I 
:j 

We are so proud of you all, 
Well done for finishing your TEE, we know you are only going 
to do fabulous things. 
Have fun on Shnat;) 

Zohar, leading you this year has been nothing short of a privilege. 
You continue to amaze and inspire us. We can't wait to see where 
you are going to take the movement. 

f 
Aleh Vehagshem, 

Lots of love, your doting madrachim 
Lami, Ari and Mosha EE" Your Friends, Ash and Spanks. Xxxxxxx i 

i ] ;  
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jsmtim MBTY HCBiiwfi m mil! 
. D) & Disco/Club Effects 
. Latest LED Lights 
. DV Lights 
. Bubble Machines 
. Sound systems 
. Wireless Mies 
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vi 
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WWWJIltlIlt.CiIi.il 
call firei on 0418950120 s 

E 
N 
I ffareliiie Display 

(rear) 387 Oxford It Mount Hawthorn 
Phone: 14441151 
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I 

The ALUS team would 
r like to congradulate 

Habonim Dror for their 
great work Irs 2009 and 
fantastic contribution 

to the Perth 
I community. 

QUJS | 

The Leeb Family on 
behalf of Nando's 
supports Habonim 

Dror 

f" Australasian Union of 
Jewish Students 

Best of luck for 2010 

PARTY & • aelrct your own C.D.s from our 
hug*? library - oldi&a to top 40 
• disco lights 
• PA &y»tems 
• smoke machines 
• microphonos 
• mirror balls & spotlights 

FUNCTION HIRE i © 

AT COMPETITIVE RATES > \ 
Delivery & Pick-up ^ II 

7 Days A Week ( ^ 
All Areas i 

Party 
Equipment Hire 

i f  
• chairs - white & coloured poly 
• Krdriios tnblva & chairs 
• tables 

I 
liostles. round, banquol 

• BBOb • spit** • icv bins • umbiollas 
• glassware • crockery fine China 
e cutlery • Mn^n • frozen cocktail mactiine 
• carv^ry stations • fxin fryers 
• bain maiies • hot food diatplays 
e urns e pie warmers 
• dance Mn«>iK • tnrps & windbreaks -
• marquons • coloured lights 
• fairy lightst & niuch more 

A R T V H I R 

Fling For Quote 

9249 2400 !• Party 
D i sposables FAX 9249 6553 

40 BONNER DRIVE, MALAGA PARTY SHOP: s balloona 
e helium gas 
e &troanicrft 
e table covers 
e napkins 

• plates 
• cups 
• cutlery 
• candles 
• pinntns & more chs(cj}iinet. net.au 
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Habonim Dror wants to thank everyone who helped 
contribute to the success of 2009. 

We look forward to working with you again in 2010 

Bnei 
Netser 
AUJS 

• Parents and Friends 
• Sponsors and Donors 
Chanachim and their Families 

I would also like to thank all the Madatzim and Bogrim 
for their tireless efforts and continuing enthusiasm. 
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